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AGENDA 

ATHLETIC COUNCIL 

February 11, 2016 

401 Nut Tree Road 

8:30 a.m.  

I Winter Sports 

A. Basketball 

B. Wrestling 

II Spring Sports 

1. Armijo/Vacaville baseball dates 

2. Badminton date change Armijo/Wood 

3. Diving Proposal--Vacaville 

 All schools in the MEL with divers meet at the same location and time to compete every week. All of the  divers 
 would perform together for the same judging panel and the individual dual meet scores would 
               then be tallied up. 
 
 The benefits are: 
 1) everyone would have a chance for competition experience every week regardless of whether their dual meet 
 school has divers. 
 2) the events are consistently judged by a 3 or 5 person judging panel. 
 3) coaches who coach 2 schools will not have to be in 2 places at once. 
 4) kids who wish to swim and dive will be able to do both. (In the past this has caused some trouble when a 
 Napa high student had to finish diving over at vintage and then get over to Napa high for the swimming. It holds 
 up the swimming events indefinitely sometimes.) 
 5) the swim meets can start on time with out waiting for the diving to be done. 
 6) the kids from the MEL can get to know one another a little better and learn from each other when they see 
 each other more often. 

  

III Fall Sports 

   

IV Schedules 2016-17 

       1. Fall—Volleyball mandated dates 

           Tennis –move competition days to coincide with VB? 

       2.  Winter 

       a.  Wrestling 

       b.  Soccer—alternate schedule possibilities 



      3.  Spring—Finalize all spring schedules 

V Spring Break Dates 2017 

VI Dale Lacky—March 4th 

VII Other 

A. Next Meeting:  Athletic Council--Thursday March 17.  Board of Managers March 30th 

B. Section Golf Hosting May 8 2017 


